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4 April 1967

Uncle L and company, after lengthy deliberation 	 decided it would

be too dangerous for Dzyuba for us to permit C	 l at this time

to publish his document, in view of present Soviet attacks. 	 Uncle

said it might as well appear in SUCHASNIST as in theC	 :1joanal.

SUCHASNIST circulition may even be greS7t -er than: C	 :I- at least

-in -So 	 150G-copites-annually-to-Ukone-i--plus-
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' some 700-80_0_coples to Polands_at_erlite_s_andUSSEL 	 Also, the document	
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1 is of less interest to Polish readers than to others. 	 It was really
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..-I	 0 document surfaced.	 They are pursing the French Canadian lead but that
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the New Leaderpn the Shevchenko article, the answer is no because
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0 C.) cn .3%. CM of the "backlog	 of material New Leader claims to have.	 They were ready

to publish if given permission to pdd introductory remarks to the effect
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------L-Shev,c-h-enko-was-anti-Semic -
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.	 Rumor received today:	 West Germans have requested Zch/OUN/Bandera
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organization to pick up their Shlyakh Peremohv and leave Germany.
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_DPnilo_Czajkawsky_.and_his_wife_arrived_for_permanent reaiderce 1st week_

I Yaroslav Stets'ko purchased building in Ottawa. 	 If this rumor true  _	 1

Uncle concerned Suchasnist may be next on list.	 He feels this move

on part of Germans is connected with efforts to better relations with

Soviets.

3. Chomiak gave notice couple weeks ago he offerr4d job with Radio Lib and
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planning to leave.	 I talked to C.	 land arrangements made to have
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/-	 New York office stall him (not refuse him, in case project had to be
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terminated).	 He gave noticelieffective the first,said he was now seeking
1
1- employment with small to/.71 newspaper and woull do part-time script 1../ritifig'

'ter VOA-because_Radio-Lib-41:an-4n-New Yo-rk-told him-h-/--emoloyment---was---- - ---

0:)eing blocked from "the top". 	 Dr. Prokop said a Radio Lib contact 'phoned_	 _
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phim on 3 occassions nfferrina him inh_ Wa naaa n nnlinv darininn hares
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Cnomiak pre s ently unemployed - sa-i-cl--11-e--i-tr-no-hui. 17 - - 	 - I

•-	 :	 T.;	 :	 • . ••	 n no firancial	 ti cm sit Ft rounti_xmforil oyed,..	 -.	 -	 Z-	 pi

particularly since his wife now home awaiting birth of child, add

Uncle has come to conclusion, Radio Lib told Chomi ak quit his job

so that they will be free to hire him,
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